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BONUSES 

Refer a friend - conversion 
 

Investment company Limit Prime Securities AD Podgorica makes a decision on awarding 

bonuses, for special benefits when trading on the Metatrader 5 platform. 

New clients of Limit Prime Securities and Recommended friends are entitled to the bonus, i.e. new 

clients recommended by these clients. 

In order to participate in the promotion, clients should recommend a new client (Recommended friend) 

in the period from 01.08.2022. year at 8:00 a.m. until August 15, 2022 at 11:59 p.m. 

New clients must meet the following conditions: 

a. Be an individual who is 18 years of age or older; 

b. Be a new client for Limit Prime Securities, who did not previously have an account with Limit Prime 

Securities; 

c. Be approved for trading with Limit Prime Securities. In order for the client to be approved, it is 

necessary to submit all the necessary documentation: an identification document, a photo with an 

identification document, proof of address and a signed Agreement on the provision of investment 

services. 

d. Have paid the first deposit 

The person I recommend to the client to join Limit Prime Securities (Referred Friend) must be: 

a. An individual who is 18 years of age or older; 

b. A new client for Limit Prime Securities, who did not previously have an account with Limit Prime 

Securities; 

c. Be approved for trading with Limit Prime Securities. In order for the client to be approved, it is 

necessary to submit all the necessary documentation: an identification document, a photo with an 

identification document, proof of address and a signed Agreement on the provision of investment 

services and 

 d. Pay the first deposit. 

 

If the New Client and Referred Friend meet all the above criteria, then they will be entitled to receive a 

reward in the amount of 30% of the paid first deposit. The amount of the bonus is tied to the amount of 

the first deposit of the New Client and Referred Friend and is calculated at 30% of the amount paid. Each 

client's deposits are viewed independently and the bonus amount is tied only to their deposit amount. 
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A bonus of 30% will be deposited as a trading bonus. 

A new client can refer more than one friend to trade, where he gets only one bonus of 30% and on the 

amount of his first deposit. For all other Referred Friends, he does not receive a bonus, but Referred 

Friends are entitled to a bonus of 30% of the paid deposit if they meet all the conditions for participation 

in this promotion. 

In this case, the bonus does not become the property of the New Client/Referred Friend, but only serves 

to increase liquidity during trading. 

With the first withdrawal of funds, the New client loses the right to the realized bonus and it is not 

included in the paid funds. 

With the first withdrawal of the funds of the Referred Friend, the right to the realized bonus is lost and it 

is not included in the paid funds. 

A new client/referred friend will not be able to withdraw the funds deposited as a bonus under any 

circumstances. 

The bonus is lost during the next deposit if there are only bonus funds in the account at that time. 

The bonus is also lost, that is, it expires on 12/31/2022. at 12:00. 

 


